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We can't stop the aging process, but by using How Not to Become a Little Old Lady, we are able
to at least not work older than our age. Illustrated with the humorous range art of Adrienne
Hartman, this small book reminds us not to boil our vegetables until they are gray, inform boring
stories without point to them, carry a tissue up our sleeve, or dye our very own hair and think no
one can tell. Author Mary McHugh gives up a lot more than 100 tips of things never to do to push
away little old ladyhood.
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Short on Words and Short on Substance The book is certainly lacking in substance. It seems to be
among those cases when a writer throws a handful of phrases between two covers to make a
quick product. There was not much thought put into this. Frankly, the writer seems extremely
bitter toward old females, probably because she is really terrified to be old herself.It might be
too past due for a complete revision, but that's what this book requirements.This book is by no
means representative of the senior woman population. I wouldn't contact this a book;That being
said, I was annoyed by all of the nasty reviewers, so I bought the book to make my own
assessment. A few of the issues addressed in the "list" include issues of morality and religious
beliefs, which I do not believe Mrs. McHugh is ready to tackle. The tone of the reserve is
protective, narrow minded, and intolerant. I visit a very headstrong and insecure woman who is
attempting to bolster her ego, her beliefs, and her life choices by placing others down for theirs.
It gets the feel of an initial rough draft. Waaaaay outdated This tiny book, copyright 2008, is
ludicrously outdated. They might be a little sluggish on technology, but I don't believe any of us
really have the time to keep up with everything anyway. A lot of things they mentioned may be
true, but the attitudes of these "nasty reviewers" reveals their unpleasant personalities.. It
requires more structure, even more lightheartedness, and at least be doubled long. Its target
audience may be be ladies aged 85 or old, but that is clearly a bit late to consider advice on this
subject.! There exists a companion publication, "How Not to Become a Crotchety Aged Man". Fun
gift Gifted to MIL. I was born in 1941, making me 74. My hairdo for the reason that early
component of my life was French braids. The kind of hairdo described could have been worn by
a woman in her 20s or older.. This is a fun book. that measures ~ 3 1/2 x 4 inches. i did totally not
realized that "book" is only just a little minnie Thingy . NOT what i expected. Very irritating,
when it's, I suppose, designed to amuse. Others have handled this theme much better. Very,
VERY SMALL Book Extremely disappointed in this reserve. Looked all thru the facts for the size
Just before purchasing. Both are books which will cause you to smile and laugh out loud. Well,
it's MUCH smaller sized, like 3 x 5 inches..7".! Fun Fun, The world needs to laugh... I take
advantage of the book as a birthday gift for my old lady friends. The hair label reads: "LOLs have
tightly curlew, scrunched-up hairdos left from WWII. Found nothing, so believed it was probably
slim but something like the size of children's paperback books like the Beranstain Bears. it's a
number of poorly-executed cartoons. The many glaring example comes from the last illustration,
a female with arrows pointing to apply of her.!! And not one to need advice on avoiding
becoming. They are no better than the writer whom they deride..which would make her in her 90
now. It can be read in one sitting!. Senior citizens will get themselves on almost every other
page. Small old lady.. Most surely not worth the price of the item, and not at all something I
would share with someone as something special. Funny ,Funny,Funny! As a senior citizen,I found
thud very amusing as how never to become old. Written very tonguue cheek it had been most
enjoyable.. I have never looked at the size of a reserve before when ordering, nevertheless, you
can be certain that I will do so going forward. The content of this book is amusing. I did so not
browse the details, and never expected a book to end up being 3. she adored it had an excellent
laugh This is being returned! It is rather hard to read w/o bending leading cover. Tiny Book! An
introduction, not really a book I kept skimming through the boring aged clichés, thinking I would
finally reach the book. All the older women I know live active lives locally. it's a mini publication!
Don’t waste your money Thought We was buying an actual book, not really a 2x2 postage stamp.
Not really worth the money. Funny book Cute book for a gift Two Stars boring Five Stars Great.
Thanks." LOL, of program, today means laugh out loud, which you can do if consider this
seriously.6" x 3.
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